Unlimited attempts for weekly Quiz Practice

Susan T Thomas  Chemistry  Face to Face

Intended Target Population
Aimed at lower level courses with large enrollment.
Aimed at the student complaint of not knowing what to expect for exam questions

Applicable Settings for Technique
Easy to set up. Used the Quiz feature on CANVAS
Questions are relevant to weekly topics
I suggest that the students time their attempts and journal the mistakes they make in their attempts.

Active Learning Technique Explanation/Learning Curve
Weekly Quizzes
Unlimited attempts
Grade of all or nothing
Non-multiple choice questions
I provide weekly practice quizzes with unlimited attempts and a deadline.
Each quiz is 5-10 questions, most are numerical answers.
Students must get all questions correct on the same attempt to get credit.
Best 10 quizzes out of 15 given are averaged into their final grades.
Easy to set up, takes time to write the quizzes.

Student Learning Outcome Satisfied
Provide active recall and exam practice.
Less stressful - students don’t need to worry about wrong answers
Summarizes the weekly topics covered in class.

Student Benefits and Impact
Practice  Exam Prep
Sample questions  Exam style questions
Provides clear expectations for exams and exam questions.